US report backs distinction between science and policy
In setting regulatory policy, the US government should do more to separate scientific advice from policy decisions based on that advice, according to a report released on 5 August by the Bipartisan Policy Center, a non-profit body based in Washington DC established by former Democratic and Republican members of Congress.
The report recommends that regulatory agencies should post public notices that distinguish between the science and policy questions being asked. In appointing scientific advisory panels, agencies should adopt more stringent requirements about financial and professional conflicts of interest, and should be more transparent in disclosing them, it says. The report has been reviewed by the administration of President Barack Obama, who condemned the politicization of science in March, and is expected to issue guidelines on these issues later this year. The News story 'Flu jabs urged for developing countries' (Nature 460, 156-157; 2009) incorrectly stated that Abdullah Brooks has determined that one-third of pneumonia deaths in children younger than 2 years old in Bangladesh can be attributed to the influenza virus. In fact, he has determined that about one-third of children who get influenza develop pneumonia, of whom about two-thirds are less than two years old. only. An autonomous solar-energy authority will be created to execute the mission, and the existing solar-energy centre near New Delhi will be upgraded to an institute that will coordinate solar-research centres across the country and promote foreign collaboration -a key feature of the plan.
Lab worker charged with destroying protein crystals
Industry carrots include tax credits and priority bank loans for solar-power projects, as well as the duty-free import of raw materials. And conventional power plants with steam-driven turbines will have to generate at least 5% of their capacity from solar power.
For a longer version of this story, see http://tiny.cc/iem9l
IODP/JAMSTEC manufacturing facilities coming online at a time when countries such as Spain are scaling back solar subsidies. The good news for solar manufacturers, the consultancy reports, is that they should be able to halve the price of panels, which should spur demand.
associate at SLAC's Joint Center for Structural Genomics (JCSG), removed 4,000-5,000 protein crystals from three SLAC freezers at some point between 17 and 20 July, according to an FBI affidavit.
The now-useless crystals formed part of the Protein Structure Initiative, a federally funded project to expedite the discovery of atomic-level protein structures. JCSG director Ian Wilson estimates that his research team now faces a "two-to threemonth setback" to remake the protein crystals that had not yet been analysed. 
